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**Spring Refresher:** Devante presented on the Spring Refresher. He highlighted the goals of the Spring Refresher and went over the survey results. PRO was able to establish a 50% participation rate in the survey for this event. More information can be found in the attached PowerPoint slides.

**Leadership:** Daricus and Devante expressed their wish to run the PRO committee for another year. This was put to a vote and the PRO chairs will follow up with Bede to propose a change to the leadership term limits.

**Stress Relief Tables:** Rebecca Hunnicut submitted the idea of Stress relief tables to the PRO committee. The idea was well received by the committee and planning to setup a table will aim for Fall 2017. Attached is her Stress Relief handout.

**Fall Event Planning:** Daricus brought up the need to begin planning for Fall events. He mentioned that Boro Browse should be a target external event for PRO every semester. He also proposed a structure for next year’s events. PRO will aim to provide two events per semester. One external and one internal. The proposed events will be shaped after the Spring Refresher in order to maximize resource efficiency.

**Attendees:** Brandy Hill, DeVanté Scott, Crystal Walters, Dontonio Thomas, Kyle Herman, Daricus Larry